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Abstract Literature reviews are essential for understanding a specific domain as they map the main topics of current research. Our aim was to provide a framework for retrieving articles from online databases and analyzing them in a single script. We provide the analytical pipeline as open-source (https://github.com/tourism4-0/BibMine). The main research focus was on analyzing 318 abstracts from scientific papers on tourism and innovation, which we report in Zach et al. (2019). We used LDA topic modeling to uncover ten main topics, which we analyzed using pyLDAvis visualization. We used saliency and relevance scores to determine the main words that describe a topic. The uncovered topics range from climate change and land use to smart destinations, travel experiences, and ICT. We performed similar analyses for the term "stakeholders," where we also observed the main verbs related to the query. Since verbs best define an activity, we used them to determine how stakeholders are involved in tourism development. Finally, we analyzed papers with the keyword "technology," where energy efficiency, VR, web technology, and augmented tourist experiences were the main topics.
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1 Introduction

Computational literature reviews have become increasingly popular in recent years. As the amount of scientific literature grows, automatically summarizing and mapping relevant documents can save the researcher a lot of time (O’Mara-Eves et al. 2015). Korhonen et al. (Korhonen 2012) showcase how important assisted information extraction tools are in biomedicine. Talafidaryani (Talafidaryani 2020) uses topic modeling to expand the understanding of information systems research and to propose relevant tangent topics. Computational literature reviews can also assist in observing temporal changes in topics and trends (Karami et al. 2020). Kumar et al. (Kumar, Kar, and Ilavarasan 2021) use text mining to map the literature on text mining approaches in service management in a sort of meta-review. They use various techniques to better understand how text mining has been used in their field and what are the most frequent applications. Overall, text mining has been mostly used in tourism for the analysis of customer reviews (Claster et al. 2013; Godnov, Redek, et al. 2016; Tamrin and Septianasari 2021), while computational literature reviews remain sparse.

The main limitation of current literature reviews is retrieving structured data. When analyzing text data computationally, one needs suitable raw data, such as plain text. Retrieving data from PDF format is only a partial solution. These files often contain a certain amount of OCR noise and redundant sections of the paper, such as headers, footnotes, figures, and references.

To overcome this, we designed a system called BibMine\(^1\) to retrieve structured XML files from the Elsevier web service, which enables extracting only the body of text, abstracts, and keywords. Such structured data can be fed directly to text mining algorithms without having to do extensive data preprocessing. In such a way, researchers can use BibMine without having to program scripts for data retrieval themselves, and feed structured tabular data directly to their favorite data analysis software.

In continuation, we briefly describe BibMine and how it works, and then present several use cases of text mining tourism literature.

\(^1\) https://github.com/tourism4-0/BibMine
Building BibMine

The main advantage to using BibMine is the retrieval of structured scientific papers, offered by Elsevier. The system enables retrieving data from ScienceDirect, which offers access to full-content papers, and from Scopus, which offers access to abstracts alone, see Figure 1.

![XML format enables extracting various metadata from the document.](image)

The user provides the query and the system returns a structured tabular file. As mapping scientific papers to corresponding topics is the primary goal of literature review, one can run a basic analysis and topic discovery after retrieving the data.

Ananiadou et al. (Ananiadou et al. 2009) identify three stages of literature review: searching, screening, and synthesizing. BibMine assists mostly with the first two. First, it offers easy access to ScienceDirect and Scopus databases, which already contain a large number of papers, most of which are well-structured. Second, it helps narrow the search by using targeted queries, which search only in titles, keywords, and abstracts, thus avoiding a deluge of distantly related papers.
3 Case Studies

We used BibMine for several literature reviews. In the framework of the Tourism 4.0 project, we were mainly interested in innovation, technology and tourism impacts. Specifically, we looked at the following topics:

- innovation in tourism (query: tourism+AND+innovation)
- technology (query: tourism+AND+technology)
- innovation and technology (query: tourism+AND+innovation+AND+technology)
- tourism impacts (query: technology+OR+("sustainable tourism")+OR+("tourism impacts"))
- travel flows (query: ("travel flow?")+OR+("tourism flow?"))) 
- stakeholders (query: tourism+AND+system+OR+stakeholder+OR+behavior+OR+behaviour+OR+factor+OR+driver)

With every data set collected from the BibMine service, we did the initial statistical analysis of the data set, such as counting word frequencies, finding word contexts (collocations), or mapping keyword occurrences in time. Word frequencies give an insight into the most frequently used words in the subset, which already serves as a preliminary topic mapping. Before counting word frequencies, we extensively preprocessed the data. We removed phrases relating to each individual publisher (i.e., @Copyright), removed numerals, removed stopwords, and lemmatized the tokens with WordNet lemmatizer. Finally, we also included the 100 most frequent bigrams in the analysis. To compute word frequencies and word contexts, we used the NLTK package.

For the stakeholders corpus, we extracted verbs from the sentences containing the word "tourist" and observed their polarity to determine what agency is related to them, see Figure 2. That is, we applied the sentiment analysis lexicon from NLTK to each sentence, then aggregated the score based on the verbs appearing in the sentence. Unsurprisingly, a frequent verb related to tourists is "enjoy," which always appears in a positive context. Conversely, the verb "prefer" is usually neutral, which likely means tourist preferences are described as the basis for a targeted action.
For the technology corpus, we mapped the terms of interest by their frequency in time, see Figure 3. Terms of interest were selected manually, but they were automatically extracted from the text and mapped to the year the paper was published. Occurrences were summed by year and plotted in a heat map, which shows the proliferation of certain technologies, such as virtual reality (VR), augmented reality, and artificial intelligence (AI), in recent years.

Figure 2: Word frequencies from the innovation in tourism corpus and sentiment analysis of stakeholder actions.
Finally, we used LDA topic modeling (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) to extract topics from text. Log perplexity was used to estimate model quality - lower perplexity means a better model. Next, we used two techniques to determine the optimal number of topics; GridSearch (Bergstra et al. 2011) and Mallet (McCallum 2002). The two measures were used as validation for the number of topics. Finally, we plotted the topics with pyLDAvis interactive visualization (Sievert and Shirley 2014), which enables exploring the topics and their corresponding keywords, see Figure 4.
Figure 4: pyLDAvis visualization for seven topics from the technology corpus. Topic number 5 is selected, which includes references to VR, user (systems), and experiences.

4 Conclusion

Streamlining API queries and structuring the data is of great benefit to researchers who wish to focus on data exploration and analysis rather than on coding themselves. The increasing availability of structured scientific data enables rapid topic overviews, which can be substantiated with visualization. We used several approaches to analyze the collected data, from basic word frequencies to topic optimization and interactive maps. This provided the researchers a venue to explore several aspects of technology, innovation, and stakeholder attitudes in the tourism literature, but the approach could be applied to any scientific field.
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